An ergonomics approach to citrus harvest mechanization
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Abstract. Due to the increase of production costs in manual harvesting, strategies must be developed in order to overcome these effects, such as the attempts in implementing agricultural machines in harvest activities, whether being totally or partially mechanized. This study brings a qualitative and quantitative comparison on the impacts in work conditions and productivity in Brazilian orchards caused by the use of semi-mechanized harvesting systems, such as multiplatforms. The results come from the application of Ergonomic Work Analysis method, which focuses in the activity, quantifying and analyzing times and frequencies of the harvesting cycle, as well as the amount of movements. To achieve this, footage, interviews and a stopwatch were used in the observation 12 pickers’ work cycles, six for each method of harvesting. The data interpretation pointed to improvement in working conditions with a reduction in the amount of movements performed by the picker, and increase of up to 60% in productivity with the use of semi-mechanized harvesting. Thus, the found results indicate the viability of this harvesting method. However, other variables must be observed in future studies in order to complete the guidelines for a healthy progress in the area of citrus harvesting in Brazil.
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1. Introduction

The citrus fruit market in Brazil generates about 400 thousand direct jobs and roughly a million people are involved in this sector if the indirect jobs created are taken into consideration [9, 10].

According to studies [5, 6], manpower represents the greatest citrus-harvesting cost ratio, with expenditures of about 106 million dollars/annually, which represents 44% of the total citrus production costs. The companies then foresee a substantial cost reduction potential for this task by developing methods that increase harvesting efficiency.

Initiatives linked to the mechanization process of harvesting are being tested in Brazilian orchards. Their implementation is still uncertain due to the difficulty of adapting to the orchards and conciliating the high productivity rate and harvested fruit quality, without undermining the next crop.

Therefore manual harvesting continues as the most widely used technique in most domestic citrus properties, as the fruits removed from the tree exhibit high quality, which is the main advantage over the existing mechanical techniques [6].

Despite this advantage, the cost of manual harvesting has been continuously increasing with a drop in the productivity. Furthermore, this harvesting method requires strenuous physical effort, with a high risk of accidents, which makes the work process more expensive with work-related expenditures, and derails its continuity as the primary harvesting method.

The use of multi-use lifting platforms appears as an alternative to the total mechanization of harvesting, characterized as only a helping device to the fruit picker, intended to maintain the fruit selection level and to increase productivity. Studies have shown that there might be an increment in the harvesting productivity, with data indicating an increase of 40% [3, 11].

However, efforts have to be done not to increase work-related intensity and intensification. Once the degree of physical expenditure has not been considered in those studies and little is known about the consequences in the picker’s work conditions.

The causes for the increase in work intensity and intensification are connected to the policy of reduc-
ing the number of employees, accelerated production pace, reduced working hours while maintaining the same production, multiple functions and work productivity. These are factors usually found when devices and technologies in production are used.

This study aims to evaluate the manual harvesting labor and its implications in workers’ health, as well as the impact of the use of lifting platforms in productivity and work conditions of Brazilian citrus pickers.

2. Materials and methods

The work-related situations in question were studied through field work using the Ergonomic Work Analysis method, which aims to produce increasing knowledge and establish an operative diagnosis over the situation. The operative term refers to the need for the analysis process to indicate effective actions, in order to overcome the initial conditions found and to consolidate positive changes in health and productivity indicators.

Thus, quantitative and qualitative analyses were conducted by comparing the manual and semi-mechanized harvesting operations to expose the advantages and disadvantages from the productivity point of view, and the effects on the picker’s health. The analysis included the study of harvesting time and methods, tasks repeatability and amount of movements made, in order to provide indicators about such harvesting procedures, which could offer comfort and safety to orange pickers during their work.

Five visits to the farms from the Midwest region of São Paulo state were carried out. The plant groups studied belonged to the Hamlin variety, which concentrates the fruit at the bottom of the plant and has a mean production rate of four boxes of 27.2 kg/tree.

The productivity on the sample population is on average three to five bins/day. The bin is a flexible container made of canvas, used to store the produce, with a 550 kg capacity, or 20 boxes of 27.2 kg, a measurement used to calculate the harvesting productivity.

All pickers were males from the State of Piauí, Northeast Brazil. The workday was of eight hours, discounting one hour for lunch and a 30-minute break.

3. Results

3.1 Analyses of the times and methods

3.1.1 Manual harvesting

The manual harvesting process presents all the stages described in Table 1, beginning with fruit harvesting using the ladder and placing them into a bag with a false clamped bottom, and finishing by moving the ladder and going to the next tree. The mean
duration of the harvest cycle in the studied population is of 16.3 minutes.

The duration of the harvesting stages and its frequency have a high variance between pickers and the type of orchard being harvested, mainly in regards to moving the ladder and the unloading the bag. The stages from manual harvesting that present the longest duration in the cycle are, “picking fruits on a ladder” with 49% and the “unloading the bag” with 17%. Those two phases also have the highest number of repetitions from the manual harvesting, 120 and 160 per day, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Length and Frequency of the cycles observed for the six pickers of manual harvesting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average time per tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picking fruits on a ladder</td>
<td>480 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picking fruits without a ladder</td>
<td>120 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unloading the bag</td>
<td>168 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving the ladder</td>
<td>96 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picking from the ground</td>
<td>108 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving to the next tree</td>
<td>6 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2 Semi-mechanized harvesting

Besides separating the cycle stages presented in Table 2, the semi-mechanized harvesting can also be organized as harvesting on top of the platform and at the bottom, which are simultaneously performed. The first one has the participation of four workers executing the task of “picking on the platform” to “moving the platform”; now on the bottom one, two pickers participate executing the tasks of “picking from the ground” to “replacing the bin”. In total there are six pickers and one tractor driver guiding the machine.

The definition of the occupation positions is done by the pickers at the beginning of the day, but making sure that everyone performs each one of the stages. However there is no established rotation with schedules set to change position, it works according to the physical exhaustion at the work post.

To harvest a tree, it is necessary to repeat the stage “Moving the platform” twice according to Table 2, so that the guardrail device can attain the full range of harvested fruits. The platforms can only get a limited approximation to the tree due to the size of their guardrails and the risk of broken branches, which imposes the use of hooks to reach the farthest fruits.

The data presented in Table 2 refer to the mean times and the frequency of each picker performing the semi-mechanized harvesting stages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Length and Frequency of the cycles observed in each of the six pickers from the semi-mechanized harvesting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average time per tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picking on the platform</td>
<td>136 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picking with a hook</td>
<td>78 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emptying the boxes in the conveyor belt</td>
<td>36 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving the platform</td>
<td>38 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picking at the bottom</td>
<td>250 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unloading the bag</td>
<td>40 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacing the canvas bin</td>
<td>10.2 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The harvesting at the bottom is similar to “picking without a ladder” and “picking from the ground” shown in the harvesting manual (see Table 1), the differences are the distance walked and frequency to empty the bag and the fruit distribution on the tree.

The harvesting at the bottom is normally the bottleneck in the semi-mechanized harvesting process since there is a lesser number of pickers on the ground (33.33%) and a higher concentration of fruits in this area, whether due to the conditions of the orchard, or the amount of fruits dropped by the platform pickers. This is demonstrated with a higher frequency of concentrated repetitions in the harvesting at the bottom (see Table 2).

Thus, the mean length of semi-mechanized harvesting cycle is measured by the time spent in the harvesting stages at the bottom, which is five minutes per tree.

The semi-mechanized harvesting stages that present longer duration within the cycle are “picking at the bottom” with 42%, “picking on the platform” with 23% and “picking with a hook” with 13%.
The task of “replacing the bin” is uncertain and does not happen each time the machine stops, or at each harvested tree.

3.2 Number of postures

The observed population executes different types and numbers of posture movements to accomplish the selection and removal of all the fruits from a tree. The quantification of postural movements undergoes the influence of several factors, such as the height of trees, the planted variety, the fruit range determined by the closeness of the ladder or the platform to the tree, and the use of harvesting equipments and tools.

For the same amount of boxes harvested per day, the comparative analysis of performed postural movements in the harvesting methods indicates a higher number of postural movements in manual harvesting, 29% more than in the platform, mainly in regards to the number of static postures and the use of grip-related muscles as shown in Table 3.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic postures</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>8400</td>
<td>8080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static postures</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2760</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awkward postures</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>2160</td>
<td>1440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of grip-related muscles</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>3360</td>
<td>2160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>834</strong></td>
<td><strong>644</strong></td>
<td><strong>16680</strong></td>
<td><strong>12880</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of grip-related muscles is linked to the grip movement and palm compression, made during the handling of materials. In manual harvesting, the ladder and the bag need to be handled at each sequence of the harvesting stages of a tree; in the semi-mechanized, the frequency of using a range tool (hook) and the box emptying is lower, which does not happen in all stages. The wrist and hand movement to remove the fruits from the tree is also included in this classification; however it does not interfere with the amount, since it is compared to the same production in both methods.

On the other hand, the presence of a higher number of static postures in the manual harvesting is related to the postures maintained by the lower limbs while balancing on the ladder; by the neck, mainly in extension and flexion to pick the highest and lowest fruits; and by the trunk during the bag loading and fruit picking off the ground.

Both static postures and the use of grip-related muscles appear in a higher percentage. They are present in all harvesting stages, in opposition to other postures participating in the manual harvesting cycle.

The awkward postures are found while unloading the bag and reaching the fruits, with trunk postures in strong flexion and arms above the shoulders. Many times the pickers take risky positions, especially to reach fruits, holding on to branches with part of the body suspended.

The use of a reaching tool in the semi-mechanized harvesting and a greater stability provided by the rail device reduces the need for awkward postures. In the manual harvesting there is an added difficulty in using the bag on the ladder, resulting in higher instability.

The higher number of dynamic postures in manual harvesting refers to carrying the bag to the bin and climbing up and down the ladder, tasks that are practically eliminated in the semi-mechanized harvesting, except for the unloading of the bag at the bottom. There is no use of a ladder in the platform, and the distance to the bin is significantly smaller, since it and the pickers stay on the same course, which is different from manual harvesting.

4. Discussion

4.1 Works conditions

The overuse of movements, mainly the grip-related ones, is involved in the development of repetitive strain injuries (RSI) and work-related musculoskeletal disorders. Not one the physical stress brought by a greater number of movements predisposes this, but also the work organization with the absence of specified breaks and payment by production. Attempts to minimize costs and improve work conditions in manual harvesting are found in literature, where a new bag model to storage fruits is pro-
posed, with improvements to relieve the weight carried and to bring more comfort to the picker; another study [4] points to a modification on the ladder, with an enlarged base to reduce accidents due to instability, a common cause of falls in the citrus orchards.

In regards to the repeatability of the tasks, Tables 1 and 2 show a higher repetition frequency of stages in manual harvesting. However in the semi-mechanized harvesting, the activity cycles are shorter, since the period between the stopping of a machine and the beginning of a new sequence has an average of 144 seconds; in manual harvesting this gap between one sequence and another is 207 seconds on average.

An advantage of manual harvesting over the semi-mechanized one is to enable a higher leeway for workers to change their operating methods, since they can follow different sequences of the harvesting stages mentioned in Table 1. They may also regulate their breaks individually, which is not possible in the semi-mechanized harvesting, as the set of tasks and their variability are smaller, both on top of the platform and on the ground. Besides this, the breaks have to be regulated with the team.

In this initial scenario, it was observed that by implementing the platforms, the development of a work-related intensification process could be possible, which happens due to a higher physical and cognitive stress, aiming to increase or improve the results quantitatively and qualitatively [12].

Even with the risk of labor intensification, semi-mechanized harvesting appears as a viable alternative to improve working conditions in the citrus orchards, since it reduces the presence of two of the three major risk factors in agriculture [2]: the carrying of weight and the sustained flexion of the whole body. Furthermore it eliminates the main cause of accidents: the ladder.

To minimize the intensification process and to make the implementation of this harvesting support beneficial to all the producers and harvesters, it is required attention to the work organization. It involves work-break regulations, schedule adequacy and development of other tools to assist harvesting, mainly in regards to reaching the fruits and machine safety. In addition, payment by production must be evaluated since it could determine high cognitive and physical stress.

4.2 Productivity

In manual harvesting, as well as platform harvesting, two factors are important to meet the expected productivity. However these factors are more relevant in semi-mechanized harvesting as it demands specific characteristics.

Firstly is the type of orchard, where the trees must vary from two to three meters/height and the fruits must be concentrated at the plant’s top and middle. Trees that are very tall are difficult to be reached and demand the use of a hook, which when is not correctly handled, drops the green fruits and injures the next crop. On the other hand the fruit distribution at the bottom overloads the ground pickers, and delays the machine’s operation.

Secondly is the team formation. After three months of testing with platforms and high rotation of pickers, an adaptation period varying from two weeks to two months, a more adequate worker profile for this kind of harvesting method was observed. Those are workers with a production ranging from three to five bins/day and with teamwork motivation.

As the work is paid according to production, many pickers felt harmed when having to share the daily production with others, which made it difficult to set up a team.

To minimize these problems, the workers’ performance was accompanied by applying a bonus-system for goals accomplished, and teamwork training was implemented to work on top of the platform.

After the trial period until the end of harvesting, the machine managed to increase the income of the pickers up to 60%; however those with a performance over the range of three to five bins/day had their productivity on the platform reduced. Studies confirm the ability to increase workers’ efficiency with the use of platforms [3, 11].

Nevertheless, in the orchards of Florida (USA), the second largest orange juice producer in the world, a low use of this harvesting system was observed, since production increase was not significant relevant to enabling the cost of implementing a platform harvesting system [11].

In Brazilian orchards the data collected in this study showed compatibility in implementation costs and the efficiency obtained, with an investment return within one to three years, enabling the use of this platform harvesting system.

5. Conclusion

Thus, the implementation of this harvesting device in orchards managed to join increased productivity and improved working conditions, by providing more
comfort to orange pickers. This occurred through reducing the walking frequency and distance to the bin carrying weight, and eliminating harvesting on top of the ladder, bringing with it less physical stress during working hours and greater harvesting safety, consequently reducing accident rates.

Although these data are promising in indicating a method that best aggregates profitability and workers’ health, the process of implementing platforms must be monitored. Other variables must be analyzed, taking into account all work load elements, in order to have a complete guidance concerning the adoption of a method that benefits both producers and pickers.

The study of cognitive stress must also be considered, since the inclusion of a new device and team work brings new demands. This way the objectives will be achieved within the work conditions established by companies.
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